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WABCO launches TEBS D REMAN
After 13 years of success of the 1st Trailer EBS Generation
(TEBS D) WABCO will stop its OE production of the
respective modulator as older technology components will
no longer be available from 1st July 2012. The functionality
of the system can be fully replaced by TEBS E since 2007.
However because of differences in cables and ports TEBS
D is still required for Aftermarket replacements.
To satisfy our customers and ensure the availability of spare parts WABCO will start to supply
a REMAN version of TEBS D modulators as from 1st August 2012 on.

A dedicated label for a new product range
In order to ensure a sustainable production despite the shortage of components, it will be
crucial to have an efficient core return system.
For your understanding the WABCO Reman products are distinguished by a green type plate.
The last character of the part number is an 'R'.
For example: 480 102 014 R
The unit is packaged in a WABCO box marked with a green sticker.
As a result of the creation of these parts TEBS D red labels will no longer be available.
In line with WABCO values
With the launch of remanufactured electronic products WABCO reduces continuously
environmental polllution. By purchasing our Green Label Reman products, which are similar
to new WABCO products in terms of functionality and performance, you are supporting
WABCO striving towards greater sustainability.

Safety is one of the key values at WABCO, therefore TEBS D REMAN offers the same quality
and high performance levels as a new manufactured unit. This can only be achieved by
carrying out the same extensive quality tests as during the production of the new OE product
(e.g. climate tests, contact resistance tests etc). For this reason a warranty period of 24
months is also offered on Green Label products.
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The introduction of TEBS D REMAN is aligned with WABCO corporate strategy:
It is estimated that
recycling generates
80% less CO2
emissions than
manufacturing of
new.
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TEBS D is the modulator
unit in the trailer
electronic braking system.
This hi-tech unit can now
be recycled and offered
with similar performance
level as a new unit.
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New core return process for Reman parts
1. Core return in single packaging
To prevent transportation damage, the dealer must return the used,
mechanically undamaged core part (see picture below on the right) to
WABCO in the original box (382 x 240 x 150mm; supplied by
delivery). A dedicated return process has been developed in
cooperation with UPS. To properly allocate returned devices, it is
necessary to fill out the appropriate fields on the green sticker on the
box (see right). The core return process is operated via the
authorised WABCO supplier. An old core must be returned within one
year (maximum) of the purchasing of the Reman unit.
2. Automatic core reimbursement
WABCO invoices the distributor for a reimbursement of £87 (plus
VAT) for each TEBS D REMAN unit purchased. The value of this
reimbursement is payed only after the old core is received. A
reimbursement is only credited when the old core is returned in
the original box with the green sticker. The correctly completed
sticker is prerequisite for an easy and fast reimbursement
process.
Detailed information of the core return process is available in the
respective service information that you will receive from your
local WABCO contact.
Overview of the available TEBS D REMAN units
TEBS D REMAN (Green label) replaces the current standard and
premium version. With the introduction of TEBS D REMAN, the
respective Red label units are no longer available.
For example: 480 102 014 R replaces 480 102 010 7 and
480 102 014 7.

We do not accept parts
damaged by misuse or during
disassembly (stored
mechanical damages in
cover, ports or connectors).

Please use the following table for more details:
Variant
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Original

Exchange
Unit

REMAN

Part number

Version

480 102 010 0

Standard

480 102 014 0

Premium

480 102 010 7

Standard

480 102 014 7

Premium

480 102 014 R

Premium

Type
label

black

Comment
cancelled - replaced by
480 102 014 0
still available

red

cancelled - replaced by REMAN
cancelled - replaced by REMAN

green

can be applied for
480 102 010 X and
480 102 014 X

Please contact your WABCO partner to obtain information on our comprehensive product
portfolio. You can also find more information on the Internet via our online product catalogue
INFORM (http://inform.wabco-auto.com).
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